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A Few More.....
Here's a few more pics from the Mystery Spot, Enjoy!!!!
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Sunday, February 27, 2011

The Holy Grail!!
Well, I've been gone for a few months, but I'm back!!
A few weeks ago I went with my friend Sonny (Saints Car Club) to a place that will not be
disclosed. Sonny prepared me early on by saying "Dirty, this dude's Harley collection is
gonna blow your mind!".
Later in the day we pulled up to a very non descript house that appeared to have a rather
small garage. Quietly I thought to myself, unless this guy has another shop on the property
this collection can't be that big......man, was I wrong!!!
Here are a few picks to wet your appetite, more to follow....

I think I heard the dude say during the visit he had approx. 24-28 pans and knuckles torn
apart in this very garage......I have to say, I don't doubt it....
Posted by Big Dirty at 9:08 PM
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Posted by Big Dirty at 9:08 PM
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Labels: not gonna tell ya, secret spot

Sunday, October 24, 2010

Hale takes her first ride with Dad..
A few weeks back I asked my 6 year old daughter Hailey if she wanted to take a ride with her
ole man and without hesitation she quickly responded "Sure!". Being that it would be her first
ride, I gave her a quick rundown on what to expect and then we suited up up and bounced
out. She had a great time as did I. Another one of those moments i'll file away in the back of
my mind to remember for the rest of my life.
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Posted by Big Dirty at 3:50 PM
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Labels: Hale and her DX, Time flies

Saturday, October 23, 2010

Snake Run 2010
Our good friend Snake, Jason Steed, hosted his 2nd Annual Snake Run a few weeks back.
Great Friends, Great Bikes, Great Route and Great Times!!!

Look at the Hair on this Guy!!!!!
Sonny and Kelly
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Bandit, Lil Guy, Fear No Man

Preparing to Jam

Kelly's Vicious Pan
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The beginning of a long day for Snake
Blown Head Gasket.......

Lil guy also had some set backs...

Quick break at Alice's Restaurant
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Snake and his pan tryin to limp their way off the hill..

Kelly rippin through the woods

Fear No Man chargin home
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As you can see, it was a great time, with great friends, can't wait for the 3rd Annual Snake
Run

Posted by Big Dirty at 10:49 AM
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Labels: Gaskets and Beers

Wednesday, October 20, 2010

Sunday Rides
Taking rides on Sundays with the boys is something I always look forward to as a way of
wrapping up the weekend. I have to say though, a Sunday ride with the boys and their
chicks is even better!!! These chicks are definitely "DTR" (down to ride). Never a complaint
among them and they all get along amazing....these 2 last things are hard to come by I've
realized with age. I'm stoked were all friends, makes the Sunday rides even better!!
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Posted by Big Dirty at 3:05 AM
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Labels: Baggers and Drinks, Dynas, Friends

Monday, October 18, 2010

Napa to Long Beach and Back...
If you haven't had the privilege of meeting these two fine folks, allow me to introduce you to
Suzy and Kevin. This year Kevin and Suzy took their Panhead from Napa to Long Beach for
Born Free 2 and back over the course of a few days. They packed the Pan like a fuckin mule
and hit the road.
What's the big deal you may ask yourself, people have been doin this for decades and yes
that is true, but many things have also changed.....California roads are SHIT, People drive
like bats out of hell, and most motorist now a days are so pre occupied with shit goin on
inside their cars it seems they rarely look out the windshield at the things their about to mow
over....... so ya, folks have been ridin choppers 2 up for decades but you have to agree its
quite a challenge now to get from point A to point B and back without becoming a new hood
ornament for a Prius!!!!!
Anyways, Kev and Suzy, you guys rule!!!
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Posted by Big Dirty at 11:29 PM
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Labels: Born Free 2, Road Warriors
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